Terms and Conditions

On many sites, we would like people to agree to terms when they register. We would also want people to agree to the terms as they evolve.

- Terms of service should be in a wiki page.
- Perhaps the approval could be part of a user tracker?
- Perhaps it could be useful as well when people join a group? like Organic Groups or Social Networking

Maybe it should be part of Group Transitions?

Wishlist
Open

Pending

Closed

Suggestions

- This was the initial intention of the dialog plugin, to be used in association with a User Tracker checkbox - might help?
- Most sites that we've implemented with this requirement has been by using the checkbox within the user tracker. The Terms of use is in a wiki page as well.

Related:

- http://tosdr.org/
- Terms of Use
- Privacy Policy

alias

- ToS | Terms of service | Terms | Conditions | TermsAndConditions